A. Suffixes--I have in general decided to limit myself to prefixes in this paper, partially for the sake of brevity, and partially because the suffixes do ~ot seem to be as directly involved in the verb, with the exception of&, the :Plural morpheme, kte the future morpheme, and o ore, the imperative morphemes, as the prefixes are. Consider for example, the fact that when two verbs are conjoined by!! §;, .£i is the only suffix which must accompany each verb, the rest being found at the end of the sentence. 
31.
Also included in this group are a small number of syllables, which need to be specially marked +marginal perhD.ps, so as to allow the personal pronouns to be inserted after them. This group would include such syllables as the ma in mani 'to walk'.
Perhaps these are relics of a process of verb compounding (or stem compounding), but synchronic~lly 3 these behave, with several exceptions, like the other members of group 3. The features common to those semantically somewhat disparate elements I have tried to express in a phrase structure rule like V goes to M(mo.rgin) + C-stem~ These elements of group 3 are all to be found under Min the tree.
There is some evidence that this is partially correct.
For example, the group of seven apparently similar instrumental prefixes behave quite differently de"t ei pen.ding upon th,er membership in class 1 or 2
In particular the stem intial consonants of the group 1 profixes are tho only ones which undergo the various 3.0nc exception is COY£ 'to cry' This verb is conjug:_~_ted normally--waccya 'I cry~ but when other elements arc used, such as ki or kici, these :1re insorted after co, and then so of course are the persono.l pronouns--wo.cckiya 'to pray' wacewakiya 'I pray'. In one verb~ seems to be marginal, in the othor integral. This may be related to the palatal affricate( see rule 4, sec. III) 32. The single most important peculiarity of prepositional vowels as far as the rules are conrerncd, is that they are assimilated by nasalized high vowels.
In particular, this accounts for the peculiar behavior of the first person plural morpheme~ when the prepositional vowel stands alone in the margin.
Two or more prepositional vowels may occur in , .
• . 7b. y goes to h / irregular 7c. yu goes to 0 / irregular Rules 7b and 7c should be ordered before 7a, in which case the relevant irregular stems would be marked +R7l"I 0 r + R7c, as required.
+voe goes to -nasal / l __
There is a universal constraint on nasalization after liquids.
9. 1 goes ton/ i ++kte -+R2 \Jhi.ch is to say that l's derived by rule 7 change ton if they precede a vowel which has been altered by rule 2. This rule or something like it it necessary to explain the lack of nasalization in certain vowels which predede kte and should be n_,salizcd. It would be nice (the rule would be more natural), if it changed 1 ton before nasalized vowels, but th2n an equally unnatural rule would have to replace rule 8 in order to account for the absience tho following conjugationmnikte I will go nikte you will go y~kte he will go ~y~kte we two will go ~yqpikte we will go lapikte you plur. will go yapikte they will go
The ordered rules given above will generate all of these forms. Let us look nt the derivation for the first person singular- This yields the correct form. It involves a certain depth of ordering, but a.11 the rules, with the possiblo exception of 9, are independently motivated.
Note especially that the underlying:_1 accounts for 42.
tho absccncc of nasalization in the final form.
In modern Lakota apparently, this vowel is nasalized, indicating most probably that a rule has been added near the end of the grrunmar which nasalizcs all high vowels before kto _, regardless of where they arc derived from. Note also that in the plural forms, the intervening 12..i prevents the crucial rule 1 from operating, yielding the radically different forms. These processes apply to a number fo verbs which end in~· Let us look now at the verb gla 'to go home' which has the irregular future wagnikte ' I will go home' ya.gnikte 'you will go home' etc. The derivation of the first person proceeds as follows- This yields tho correct form.
Looking now at the verb oya 'to say' which was mentioned in the introduction, we see that it too has a strange surface form --cpxa 'I say', cha 'you say' cya he says' etc. I contend that the irregularity of this verb is reduced to the single ir~cgular rule 7b. y goes to h, providing my segment intcrprutation is used. The derivation-wa + e + ya e + wa + ya ordering trans.
e + w + ya rule 5 e + w + ha rule 7b e + p + ha rule 10 e + p + xa rule 18
This yields the correct form. Observe how a linguistically significant generalization is lost,-tho similarity between the persons--by not using a :sat of ordered rules to generate th~ forms.
Further evidence for the correctness of this interprct2tion is th~ fact that 0ya is conjugated normally with the active pronouns when ki intervenes after tho prepositional vowel. For 'I get myself ready' the form is migluwiyey2.
~renting ic 9 i as being underlyingly ik?i, which presents no problem due to th0 indepGndcntly required rule which palatalizes k after non-low front vowels, we get tho following derivation-- Tho process of composition occurs with at least a.djcctives and verbs, and possible with nouns.7
Examplos--nasapa 'to soil withthe feet'(from so.pa 'soiled, dirty') nasla 'to make bare with the feet'
(from sla 'bare, bald') nQblaya. 'to smooth with the feet' (from blaya 'smooth, lovel') In general, the process of composition with adjectives follows the 7. It is dilifficult to ascertain tho existence of noun composition, bocauso of tho frequent intcrchuI1gca.bility of noun and adjective stems in Lakota. In genora.l, when the nu-verbs are used instrumentally they a.re conjugated with the o.ctivo pronouns, which a.re inscrt0d after no. since it is +margin. 
